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Here is an eye-catching and simple masculine birthday card.  This card works up quickly with only 
a little ink blending and stamping.  I'm not sure what to call the technique used here - maybe the 
"torn paper and blending technique"?  This is a CAS from Frenchie Stamps.  Her card was 
stamped in all one color and I chose to add a few colors and change up a few things on my card.  
When I saw the card she had created I knew I had to give it a try.  I used the Grassy Grove Stamp 
Set for the images and the Heron Habitat Stamp Set for the sentiments.  Other than the standard 
card supplies needed (paper and ink) you'll also need a piece of copy paper...that's it!  Let's go!

Card Cuts:
Card Base - Cut 1 Soft Suede cardstock to 8-1/2" x 5-1/2", score at 4-1/4"•
Sentiment Label - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 2" x 1/2"•
Outside and Inside Mats - Cut 2 Early Espresso cardstock to 5-1/4" x 4"•
Outside and Inside Panels - Cut 2 Basic White cardstock to 5" x 3-3/4"•

1. 

Start with one of the white panels on your work surface.  You will want to protect your work 2. 
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surface with grid paper or a scrap piece of paper since you will be ink blending.  The 
mountains on the front of the card were created by tearing sections of copy paper.  I tore two 
different sections of paper - one for the top section of mountains, and one for the middle and 
bottom sections of mountains.  I repositioned the paper for the middle and bottom sections 
by simply shifting the piece of torn paper to the left. 

Mountain Row #1:

From a piece of copy paper, tear the paper across the width in an up and down tearing 
motion (think of mountains - up the mountain, then back down the mountain).

•

Using a temporary adhesive on the back side of the torn paper piece, adhere this section 
towards the top of the white panel.  If you don't have any temporary adhesive, a Mini Glue 
Dot on either side of the paper would work.  Just make sure that the glue dots are not 
touching your card surface.

•

Cover the white card panel below the piece of torn paper to protect it from unwanted ink 
"accidents".

•

With a blending brush, start blending Starry Sky Ink above the torn edges of the copy paper.  
Start blending on the copy paper surface, working up towards the portion of exposed white 
panel.  Concentrate the color just above the torn edge of the copy paper.

•

Keeping the torn paper in place, ink the two-pine tree image from the Grassy Grove Stamp 
Set in Evening Evergreen ink, and stamp the trees onto the ink blended panel.  Note to only 
stamp the upper third of the image (partial trees), not the entire image and be sure to 
protect the white card panel below.

•

Remove the torn paper•
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Mountain Row #2:

From a fresh piece of torn copy paper, repeat the same steps for Row #1.  Position the torn 
copy paper to about the middle of the white panel.

•

Follow the same steps as in Row #1.•
After blending the Starry Sky ink, stamp the two-pine tree image in Evening Evergreen ink.  
This time, stamp more of the pine tree image, and stamp an additional, smaller pine tree.

•

Mountain Row #3:

Using the same piece of torn paper from Row #2, shift the paper over so the mountain peak 
is in a different position from Row #2.  Follow the same steps as in Row #1.

•

After blending the Starry Sky ink, stamp the two-pine tree image in Evening Evergreen ink.  
This time, stamp a total of five trees, stamping more of the image (the trees are taller).

•

Remove the torn paper.•
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For the remainder of the white panel (lower portion), lightly blend Starry Sky ink, leaving the 
top of the mountain peaks very light.  

3. 

Using the ground cover stamp from the Grassy Grove Stamp Set, ink the stamp in Early 
Espresso ink and stamp along the very bottom of the panel.

4. 

Ink up the deer stamp from the Grassy Grove Stamp Set in Early Espresso ink and stamp 
the deer so that he is standing on the ground cover you previously stamped.

5. 
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Adhere the inked panel to its Early Espresso cardstock mat.6. 
From two lengths of Faux Suede Trim, tie two ends together in a knot.  Wrap the untied ends 
around the panel unit and secure the ends on the back of this unit using Stampin' Seal.  
Adhere the unit to the card front using Stampin' Dimensionals.

7. 

On the sentiment label, stamp the sentiment "Happy Birthday" from the Heron Habitat Stamp 
Set in Early Espresso ink.  Stamp towards the left, then cut a banner on the right side of the 
sentiment label. Adhere the sentiment label to the upper right hand corner of the card front 
using Stampin' Dimensionals.

8. 

On the inside white panel, stamp the sentiment "Enjoy your day" from the Heron Habitat 
Stamp Set in Early Espresso ink.  In the lower left of this white panel, stamp the two-pine 
tree image from the Grassy Grove Stamp Set in Evening Evergreen ink.  Adhere this panel 
to its Early Espresso mat, then adhere this unit to the inside of the card.

9. 

For the envelope, stamp the two-pine tree image in Evening Evergreen on the envelope front 
and envelope flap.

10. 
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This completes the card.  I love the snow-kissed mountains that this torn paper technique 
provides!  Stamping smaller (shorter) trees on Row #1, then gradually making the trees taller gives 
the impression of distance.  

Products used to create this card are included on the next page.
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Grassy Grove 
Cling Stamp Set 

(English) - 157836

Price: $24.00

Add to Cart

Heron Habitat 
Cling Stamp Set 

(English) - 158889

Price: $22.00

Add to Cart

Early Espresso 
1/4" (6.4 Mm) Faux 

Suede Trim - 
152472

Price: $6.50

Add to Cart

Early Espresso 8-
1/2" X 11" 

Cardstock - 
119686

Price: $9.25

Add to Cart

Soft Suede 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

115318

Price: $9.25

Add to Cart

Basic White 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

159276

Price: $10.25

Add to Cart

Basic White 
Medium Envelopes 

- 159236

Price: $7.50

Add to Cart

Starry Sky Classic 
Stampin' Pad - 

159212

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Early Espresso 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 147114

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Evening Evergreen 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 155576

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Blending Brushes - 
153611

Price: $12.50

Add to Cart

Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue - 

110755

Price: $4.00

Add to Cart

Stampin' 
Dimensionals - 

104430

Price: $4.25

Add to Cart

Paper Trimmer - 
152392

Price: $25.00

Add to Cart
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